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State Topical Test  
April 24, 1999  
Problems 1 – 30


Directions:  Mark on the answer form the letter of the answer that is closest to the correct answer.  Make sure that your name(s) are on the answer form.  If you are a team, also put your team number and school name on the answer form.  Remember the scoring: 5 points for a correct response, 1 point for no response, and 0 points for an incorrect response. 


In the following the squares hole the sum of the circles linked to it.  The values of the boxes are listed in the table
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1.  What is the sum of the values in circles A, D, and F?
a.  650	b.  410	c.  330	d.   530

2.  What is the value in circle D?
a.  170	b.  -160	c.  -85	d.   97

3.  What is the value in circle G?
a.  10	b.  12	c.  4	d.   cannot be uniquely determined


At a local hospital, 20 babies are born in one month.  Assume that the probability of a girl 
being born is 1/2.

4.  What is the probability that the last two are girls?
a.  0.01	b.  0.02	c.  0.10	d.   0.25

5.  What is the probability that exactly half are girls and half are boys?
a.  0.5	b.  0.4	c.  0.3	d.   0.2


The following is a matrix that shows the winners in league play of 7 football teams.  A one indicates that the team in the row beat the team in the column
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6.  What is the season's percentage of wins for team G?
a.  60%	b.  28%	c.  67%	d.    33%

7.  If second level dominance is defined as the total wins of all the opponents that a team beat, what is the second level dominance of team B?
a.  9	b.  10	c.  11	d.  12

8.  If ties are broken using second level dominance as the first criteria and who won in play between two teams as the second, which team takes first?
a.  cannot be determined	b.  B	c.  C	d.   E


The following are made by stacking equilateral triangles.
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9.  If a 1x1x1 contains 1 triangle and a 2x2x2 contains 5 and a 3x3x3 contains 13, how many triangles are there in a 6x6x6?
a.  36	b.  71	c.  78	d.   77

10.  What is the length of all the line segments drawn in a 10x10x10 if a 1x1x1 is 3P?
a.  100P	b.  200P	c.  165P	d.   145P


A marketing agent surveyed potential consumers of a new type of sports shoe.  The data in the table at the right reflects the projected results for the question,  "What is the most that you would pay for a pair of these shoes?"  Let N = number of pairs of shoes sold and P= the price per pair of shoes.
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11.  What should the price be to sell 10,000 pairs of shoes?
a.  $100	b.  $75	c.  $85	d.  $50

12.  Of the following equations, which gives the best linear model for the data?
a.  P=-0.0045N+120	b.  N=-0.0045P+120	c.  P=-0.45N+120	d.  N=-0.45P+120

13.  If the cost per pair of shoes depends on the number made by the following formula where N = number of pairs made  (number sold) and C = cost per pair:   C=$50000/N +$20, what price would give the maximum profit?
a.  $74	b.  $59	c.  $64	d.  $69


Given two rectangular solids that measure 4 cm. by 4 cm. by 2 cm. and 3 cm. by 3 cm. by 2 cm. that are stacked, one on top of the other, on a flat table top.

14.  What is the minimum exposed surface area in square centimeters?  (The surface sitting on the table is not exposed.)
a.  72	b.  81	c.  63	d.  88
15.  Again they are stacked one on top of the other, what is the maximum exposed surface area?
a.  90	b.  92	c.  96	d.  98


A Blue Moon is the second full moon in the same month.  The period of the moon is 29 days 12 hrs. 44 min. 

16.  Of the 12 months, how many months can never have a blue moon?
a.  0	b.  1	c.  4	d.  5

17.  What is the most Blue Moons that can happen in one year?
a.  1	b.  2	c.  7	d.  8

18.  What is the most full moons possible in 50 years?
a.  50	b.  75	c.  600	d.   620 


A savings account is earning interest that is compounded continuously and after one year the balance is $1092.85 and after two years it is $1137.45.

19.  What was the beginning balance?
a.  $1000	b.  $1050	c.  $1025	d.   $1075

20.  What is the interest rate?
a.  4.08%	b.  1.04%	c.  4.00%	d.   4.04%

21.  What is the effective APR (annual percentage rate of interest)?
a.  4.08%	b.  1.04%	c.  4.00%	d.   4.04%


Joey and Megan  agree to meet at the information counter of a mall between 4 pm. and 5 pm.  Neither is a very patient shopper and agree to only wait ten minutes for the other. 

22.  What are the chances that they will both be at the information counter at the same time?
a.  15%	b.  5%	c.  10%	d.    20%


A line is given in the form ax+by=c where a, b, and c are an arithmetic sequence.

23.  Which of the following cannot a, b, and c be in the respective order?
a.  3, 4, 5	b.  2, 4, 8	c.  1.10, 1.10, 1.10	d.   13/5, 2/5, -9/5

24.  If two sets of a, b, and c were chosen, where would the lines intersect?
a.  cannot be determined	b.  (-3, 3.5)	c.  (1, 0.5)	d.   (-1, 2)


A ball rolls along the ramp pictured.  Assume that there is no friction.
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25.  Which graph is acceleration versus time?
a.	b.	c.	d.

26.  Which graph is distance versus time?
a.	b.	c.	d.

27.  Which graph is velocity versus time?
a.	b.	c.	d.


A truncated cone has a top radius of 5 meters and a bottom radius of 8 meters.  Its height is 4 meters.  Point A is at the edge of the base as is point B however point B is exactly on the opposite side.
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28.  What is the truncated cone's volume in cubic meters?
a.  540 	b.  530	c.  520	d.  550

29.  What is its total surface area in square meters including the bottom.  (The lateral area of a cone is found by taking one half of the slant height times the circumference of the base?)
a.  204	b.  405	c.  483	d.  347

30.  Imagine this as a solid truncated cone and that there is an ant at point A. If the ant were to take the shortest path to point B (and could not travel straight from A to B on the bottom because it is sitting on a flat surface) how long would this shortest path be in meters?
a.  16	b.  20	c.  25	d.  22



State Topical Answers
1-c	329
2-b	-168
3-d	any value will work
4-d	1/4
5-d	0.18
6-d	1/3
7-c	11
8-c	 E looses out in second level dominance and C beat B in head to head
9-c	78
10-c    55 small triangles make the figure times 3P=165P
11-b	76.59 sub 10000 for N
12-a	P=-0.0045N+121   linreg on TI 83
13-d	profit=(price-cost)number sold   max profit means 11000 sold and price is about $71
14-a	72 ,106 (total area of both) -16(on table)-18(between blocks)
15-d	98, total 106-6 on table -2(edge of 4 by 4 sitting on corner of 3 by 3)
16-b	only February can't have a blue moon
17-b	January and March
18-d	365*50/29.531+1=619, adding leap year days makes it about 624
19-b	1050
20-c	4%
21-a	4.08
22-d	30%
23-b	2-4-8 is geometric
24-d	(-1,2)
25-c
26-a
27-b
28-a	1/3*64π*10.667-1/3*25π*6.667=540
29-c	8π*13.333-5π*8.33333+25π+64π=483
30-b	√(2(13.333)^2-2(13.333)^2cos(1.88radians))=21.5 on the curved surface, 5+5+10 over the top so it is the shortest

